
To William H. Gates III and his also Included: 

About 1950 President Dwight D. Eisenhower created the parallel executive. David Icke, tenured 

professor at Cambridge University, England, has written about it and documented the leaked 

photographs in covered-up but published conspiracy theories. 

In one leaked photograph clear to my memory there is a team of at least 100 military brass packed in 

like sardines in an underground bunker all casually relaxing as a photograph is taken from one of the 

side balconies. These 100+ colonels and generals are the parallel executive ca. 1975. Their function was 

to do the job of the unitary executive in the event the executive branch failed or couldn’t. Ostensibly, it 

took a hundred or more men to do the job of about 2 (presumably, the President, Vice President, and 

subordinately, SECDEF, SECSTATE, and AG).  

David Icke needs called to action to relate a report of everything he knows about the parallel executive 

so that it may be recreated. What I know is there was likely an executive liaison to the Joint Chief’s from 

every US or NATO command in the world, who literally met and conferenced for 1-3 days at a time in a 

massive underground bunker every 2 weeks, to stay 0-day on what’s happening “on the ground” across 

all executive commands in the country and world. I can’t conjecture how broad or narrow its ambit was. 

 

This picture I recall quite clearly from Icke’s books, in which I reckon there’s 100+ colonels lounging in a 

massive conference room below the surface taken from a balcony, should be analyzed to answer: 

1.) What does this show? 

2.) What were they doing in this massive pow-wow? 

3.) Who are they?  

4.) Are any of them still alive? 

5.) Assuming for arguments sake they are the parallel executive. What was their job, and why were 

they formed and why were they dissolved? 

6.) I believe, inevitably leading to: Should we recreate this – is this the solution to our executive 

problems? Did Ike get it right?  

I reason the parallel executive was dissolved about 1980 against United States interests. I haven’t yet 

spoken to anyone who’s ever even heard of it this morning, and I’ve been up for some hours (it’s about 

0530 EST 10/19/2020). 

If there still is a parallel executive, or any semblance of what it was, it’s likely been reduced to only 

managing alien affairs. The only person I know who would be able to summarize a report on their 

function (with credible citations) is that man David Icke. I think he can be leaned on. Walter Bawell, 

USARMY Colonel Retired, may also have insight. He was Vietnam era brass. I don’t know any other 

names personally who were in high command in the 60’s and 70’s. 

I like the parallel executive to the Unitary Executive.  

PROBLEMS FOR THE JOINT CHIEFS, who I codename Spence and Parvel include: 

 

Defining the political and military commands, namely  



1.) Who are, or what office, is the unitary executive 

2.) What is the parallel executive (its mission statement) 

3.) Who is part of the parallel executive 

4.) How does the parallel executive unify command by quorum against stratified decentralized 

command, under the current model of joint command. Should there be joint command (who is 

the unitary executive)  

5.) Who is first among equals, and final, in military operations. 

When I told President Donald J. Trump “The military command is going to kill you if you keep making 

reckless decisions while high” I meant the parallel executive’s quorum is going to move for his ouster 

because he preferred his feign for public appearances so he could do coke all day long. I had no idea the 

parallel executive didn’t exist anymore. It allows a quorum beneath the guy at the top who can ouster 

the top, but not act independently without going down for treason against security, which is a strong 

check and balance, in the context I conceptualize. 

I suggest now is ripe to solidify the executive, particularly who is in charge of the country in the absence 

of a true executive. I’d research Ike Eisenhower, through Icke, and get everything I can from the sharp 

conspiracy-theorists who stay on this stuff or any survivors from the era such as Bawell1. 

 

James A. Blatt 

 

Postscript: The takeaway from General Eisenhower is he said essentially “no one man is going to tell me 

what I can or can’t do as Executive – but I will defer to the will of a quorum of a 100 honorable career 

brass” when the military bossed him around, particularly, I believe, in internal military affairs. It was 

alien affairs Ike complained most loudly about not being allowed in on. See e.g. his public statements on 

area-51  

 
1 Last I knew, Bawell was like an 85+ year old retiree in an old folks home for war heros. He was NATO high 
command about 1980, to the best of my knowledge, belief and information. He would presumably know. 


